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known, market demand. But in the present
context, production to order is clearly of major
importance.
Plan of Study. Section II of this study exam-
ines aspects of industry structure that bear in
an essential way upon the dynamic processes
to be explored subsequently. One result is the
demonstrably large weight of production to
order within the manufacturing sector. This
would be expected to enhance the importance
of backlog adjustments relative to stock ad just-
ments— (C) versus (B).
Section III deals principally with the rela-
tionship between changes in price and changes
in delivery period and backlog —(A)versus
(C). This is treated first in general analytical
terms (formulated mathematically in the Ap-
pendix),thenstatistically.Itshowsthat
changes in unfilled orders and delivery periods
do indeed function as a major instrument for
stabilizing the flows of output and shipments
relative to those of new orders. The role of un-
certainty and competition receives attention in
this context.Section IV, finally, provides a
summary.
ILOrders, Production,and Industry Structure
Manufacture to Stock and to Order. It will
be helpful to consider two models: one, pure
production to stock, and the other, pure produc-
tion to order.In the first, new orders are
shipped immediately upon receipt and hence are
virtually synchronous with and equal to ship-
ments. Orders that could not be so filled but
would have to be taken for future production
and delivery are either not placed or not ac-
cepted; in the absence of such advance orders
in the real sense, there are no backlogs. Here
the firm has to maintain at all times a suffi-
ciently large unsold inventory of finished prod-
ucts to meet current sales.In contrast, the
second case, by assuming production to order
only, implies that there are no unsold stocks
of the finished product.° Lacking such stocks,
'This ignores cancellations of orders, which may give
rise to some unsold finished stocks, but the relevant data
indicate that the importance of cancellations is on the whole
relatively small (except at times for military contracts);
and surely those cancellations that occur after the ordered
items have been produced must be the least frequent of all
because of the large risk of loss, an effective protection
the firm cannot, of course, handle any orders
for immediate delivery of the product in ques-
tion, but is limited to advance orders to be filled
from its future output.1°
Pure production to stock admits adjustments
of current output and price (A) and of stock
(B); those of order backlogs (C) are obviously
precluded. In pure production to order, price
adjustments are available to a firm that can
influence price.The rates of output reflect
those of new orders with lags; the greater the
input flexibility, the closer the relationship.It
is only with these qualifications, then, that one
can refer here to the type (A) adjustments.
However, while the volume of output under
contract is determined by past orders, the short-
period rate of output is not rigidly prescribed,
sinceitalso depends on the delivery dates
which are often subject, to a considerable ex-
tent, to the discretion of the producer. The
planned and the unplanned changes in the de-
livery periods are closely associated with fluc-
tuations irs unfilled orders, and these are the
"backlog adjustments" (C) that one would
presume to be particularly important in this
case. The stock adjustments (B) are here, of
course, not feasible.
A manufacturing concern is generally a mul-
tiproduct firm, often with a highly diversified
output. Some of its products may be made to
stock and others to order. Some may also shift
from one category to the other at certain times.
In particular, a product normally sold from
stock may temporarily be made to order when
orders for it run at peak levels and customers
allow lags on their deliveries.But there are
good reasons to believe that to a large extent
some goods are produced to order and others
•1•'
against which will be sought by the seller.(Cf. Thid.)
More evidence will be presented in my monograph
"Orders and Production in Manufacturing Industries: A
Cyclical Analysis" (in preparation).
"To formulate these two models algebraically, let o.and
s, be the flows of orders received and shipped, respectively,
during the unitperiod, say, month, and letz,bethe
corresponding flow of output or production. Then
o,— s,=a,—u._5 = (x)
andz, —s, = q,—q,_,= (2)
wherea, is the backlog, that is, stock of unfilled orders,
and q.isthe finished-product inventory on hand, both
measured at the end of the month C.Inpure production to
stock,o,= s,and =oin each period, so that a,
is always zero.In pure production to order, z,=and
=oin each period, so that q,is always zero.6 ORDERS, PRICES, AND BUSINESS FLUCTUATIONS
to stock mostly because ofcertain "struc-
tural" considerations.
Production will not be to stock if the costs
of stocking the product in finished form exceed
the costs oi having to meet demand exclusively
from future outputs. Under this condition, pro-
duction will be to order ifit promises to be
sufficiently profitable to be undertaken at all.
The costs that must be taken into account in-
clude intangibles that are not easily assessed
In dollars (or any other comparable units) and
the expected values of the net costs invQlved.
The principal factor is the cost of not selling
the stocked product or selling it only at a low
price with what might be called a "liquidation
loss."If there is a long delay before the sale
can be effected, substantial carrying charges
may arise, but these are often not nearly as
important as the liquidation loss. On the other
hand, the main cost of not having an item in
stock is the loss of potential sales and/or cus-
tomer good will when there is excess demand.
This, however, implies that the customer is not
willing to wait for delivery. Clearly, if buyers
generally expect immediate deliveries, the prod-
uct will have to be held in stock.
The goods for which manufacturers will de-
mand, and their customers will have to allow,
"lead times" in filling orders are those that
can be held in inventory only at very large
costs and considerable risk for one or more of
the following reasons:
r. The product must meet precisely individ-
ual customer specifications that are virtually
unpredictable (for example, types of machine
tools). Orders may be so differentiated as to
require individual handling in production, but
much more commonly they can be aggregated
into batches that can be processed and filled
together (for example, structural steel ordered
and producedinseveral hundred different
shapes and sizes).
2.Inits finished, fabricated form, the prod-
uct is physically or economically perishable,
although itis made from materials that are
durable u (for example, unstorable chemical
If the matersals as well as the finished product are
perishable,thetiming of production will be dominated by
changes in the raw material supply rather than by changes
indemand (new orders).Prices may then have to be
adjusted soasto make output salable without undue
delay, given the current state of demand.
explosives, highly style-sensitive goods such as
sOme high-priced lines of women's apparel).
Theproduct faces extremely unstable or
sporadic demand which is very difficult to fore-
cast (for example, items such as rails that are
sold infrequently in widely varying quantities
to a rather small number of companies)
Goodsin the above categories are particular-
ly apt to be made only to order if the total cost
of filling the smallest possible order is high, as
itis,for example, for heavy transportation
equipment such as ships or locomotives.
It may be well to note that the role of total
inventories in products manufactured to order
need not be less important than in goods made
to stock, although there are functional dif-
ferences here that are important. The main
difference is between the levels in the vertical
structure of production at which the inventories
are held. Manufacturers of goods made to order
will normally hold inventories of purchased
materials, often including not only "raw" com-
modities but also various fabricated items:
standardized parts, components, supplies, etc.
These stocks help to keep the delivery periods
as short as competitive considerations require
(given the existing technological constraints).
The higher the average degree of fabrication
of these stocks, the better they can perform
this function. But, presumably, with increased
fabrication, the inventories will also be increas-
ingly sensitive to the liquidation losses which,
by assumption, are prohibitively large at the
finished-product stage, as viewed by the manu-
facturer.
Furthermore, the finished product itself will
often be held in stock by the distributor who
ordered it from the manufacturer. The former,
by assuming the stock-holding function, will
then have enabled the latter to produce to
order.
12Even a staple product may be made to order lf the
demand for itis so unstable that the costs and risks of
carrying unsold stocks are deemed higher than the costs of
large output fluctuations resulting from production to order.
Thus, a number of cotton textile products which are only
slightlydifferentiatedareapparently woven largelyon
previous sales contracts. These are products for which the
demand is very uneven, with short but sharp speculative
ordering movements reflecting chiefly the changing price
anticipations of converters and distributors as well as other
component variations due to seasonal and cyclical influ-
ences, shifts in popularity, etc.ORDERS, PRICES, AND BUSINESS FLUCTUATIONS 7
2.—AvEIOAGERATIOS OF FINISHED STocKs To UNFILLED ORDERS FORSELECTEDINDUSTRIES, 1913—55
Median of lbe Q/u Ratio
Number of Yearn In Which
Evidence
Period











s. Primary metalproducts 0948—55 8 0 03.6(6) 24.0(2) order
2. Machinery 0946—55 to a 23.1(3) order
3. Transportation equipment 0946—55 00 0 54(7) 6.6(3) order
4. Paper and allied products 0946—55 00 0 35.7(7) 58.9(3) order
s. Durable-goodsindustries, total 1939—55 07 00.3(03) 13.0(4) order
6. Nondurable-goods industries, total1939—55 4 03 062.0(03) 189.5(4) stock
7. All manufacturing 1939-55 0 22.6(03) 26.6(4) order
Individual industries or product categories
8. Steelsheets 0909-36 30.6(01) 44.y(7) order
q. Steel barrels and drums 1933—54 23 0 24(17) order
to. Oilburners 0929—59 6 x8 190.7(07) 588.6(7) stock
ox. Oak flooring 0903—55 s'p 26 038.0(30) 157.1(12) stock
22. Illuminatingglassware 1923—37 o 15 223.6(00) 408.6(5) stock
03. Hosiery 1924—30 6 046.5(4) 130.6(3) stock
Men's wear, wool 1935—39 5 0 38.8(4) 7'.o(o) order
'tdentffir, the complete calendar yearn for which the average ration of finished stocks to onfihled ordersiQ\
l,— xroo)werecomputed.
The Q/Uration are based on monthly averages of 0andUforesch complete year covered.
ldenttbed according so the aonoat reterence chronology of the Ida tionat Burma.
See teat toe qoalitying remarks on the meaning of such classificat ions for maror andontry groups (11am 1—7).
Sooucoo:Lines 1—7: U.S. Department ot Commerce. Office of Buviness Economics.
Line 8: National Association ofFlatRolled Steel Manufacturers.
Lines U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census.
Line to: Oak Flooring Manufacturing Association.
LIne to: Illuminating Glassware Guild.
Line HiramS.Davis. Inventory Trend: in Textile Produrtioe and Number Seven of Inventory Policiesin
theTextile Industries, The TextileFoundation, Washington,1941.
Interindustry Comparisons of Stock-Backlog
Ratios. For goods made only to stock, unfilled
orders (U) are nil.For goods made only to
order, unsold stock tends to be nil and total in-
ventory in finished-product form (Q)issmall.13
This suggests a method of appraising the rela-
tive importance of production to order versus
production to stock in industries that appar-
ently include both types of production in vari-
ous proportions (for they report data on both
U and Q).Themethod is simply to compare,
for a given industry or product, the levels of Q
andof U. Where Qistypically —notonly in
times of poor business —higherthan U, pro-
duction to stock is said to prevail. Where Q
istypically —notjustin boom periods —
an Capital letters denote 'aggregative variablesformdi-
,vidual ormajor industries,whilesmalllettersreferto
inicrovariables (forexample, uis unfilled ordersof a given
productheld by an individual firm; U is unfilled orders of
an industry or group of firms). The available data pertain
as a rule to aggregative variables. Equations (t) and (a)
are valid muCous inulandis (that is, when expressed in com-
mon units such as current or constant dollars)for the
aggregative variables as well as the microvariables.
lower than U, the industry is identified as work-
ing predominantly to order.°4
Table 2shows the average stock-backlog
ratios in percentage form for the major manu-
facturing industries for which the data were
available; it also includes a few selected indi-
vidual items from a much larger sample to be
presented in my NBER monograph (see fn.
Totake account of the cyclical factor, separate
averages —medians,to avoid distortion by the
unrepresentative extreme items —werecom-
puted of the ratios for the expansion (including
peak) years and for the contraction (including
trough) years. As one would expect, the aver-
"This dichotomyfailstoisolatethe differential effects
ofcurrent adjustments of outputs and prices.If sufficiently
prompt andlarge,such adjustments would greatly reduce
the volumes of both Qand(I.IfQandUweretypically
very small, the usefulness of their average ratios could well
be much impaired.In terms of our data, however, this
problemdoes not seem very important.For example,
where U is typically large relative to Q, it is also typically
large relative to S. But there is one exception to this among
our majorindustries —paperproducts —whereunfilled
orders, though larger than finished stock, average less than
the mean value of monthly shipments.8 ORDERS, PRICES, AND BUSINESS FLUCTUATIONS
TABLE 3.— RELATIONS BETWEEN MANUFACTURERS' Nzw AND SRIPMENTS, SUMMARY MEASURES, 1913—58
Item'
No. of Shipment Turns
Covered Matched
(2)














Groups of products (:913—55)
x. Goodsmade to order"














4. Fabricated metal products
Electrical machinery
6. Nonelectrical machinery
7. Motor vehicles and partsd
8. Nonautomotive transport, equip.
Other durable goods
so. Textile-mill products
xx. Leather and leather products
12. Paper and allied products













































































a The datesn parentheses identify the years of the earliest and the latest turns covereda shipments and/ne production.
Includes railroad passenger cars, locomotives, and freight curs;electric overhead cranes; fabricated structural steel;machine tools:
chant pig iron:steel sheets; paper, cxci. building paper, newsprin(, and paperboard;furniture(Grand Rapids district):and woodworking
machinery (listed from the item with the largest to that with the shortest average lead inorder,).
Includes oakInuring;oil burner,: southern pine tumber. kitchen sinks: bathtubs; lavatories; and miscellaneous enameled sanitary wire
(lIsted from the item with the longest to that with the shortest average lead in order,).
To a large extent, new orders for motor vehicles and parts are represented by the corresponding sales (value of shipments) figures. The
reported data on advance orders are,for moot producers of automohiles, confined to milItary orders.
Include, professional nod scientificinstruments;lumber:furniture: atone, clay, and glass; and miscellaneous industries.
Summary of the tlmirg measures for the industries identified in 'lines 3—0.
Summary of the ttming measures for the industries identified in lines to—is.
Souacga:Lines i—a:Based primarily on curious trade association data.
Lines Basedon data on new orders and sales (value of shipments) compiled by the U.S. Department of Commerce.
Ofice of Business Economics, and on production indenea of the Board of Governor, of the Federal Reserve Board.
ages for the former are, with very few excep-
tions, lower than those for the latter.But
virtually all of the ratio series examined, while
showing as a rule strong inverse fluctuations
with business cycles, can easily be grouped into
two major categories:those which in most
years, of expansion and contraction alike, move
substantially above the level of ooo (that is,
show Q>U)andthose which move in a paral-
lel fashion well below that level (Q<U). Ac-
cordingly0 the inference is drawn that the first
group represents mainly goods made typically
to stock and the second group goods made
typically to order.
The output of a major industry can be very
heterogeneous in its composition by goods made
to order and goods made to stock.'5 Where the
figures compared for QandU are not data on
"A strikingexample is provided by textiles for which
we were able to construct more than twenty stock-backlog
ratioseries.These were about evenly divided between
finished staples madetostock and products that are style-
sensitive or must meet individual buyer requirements and
are thusmade to order. CI.lines andof Table 2 for
these illustrations.
physical volume for individual commodities or
groups of closely related products, but value
data for broadly defined multiproduct indus-
tries, these figures may, and to a considerable
extent probably will, represent aggregates of
different goods. A predominance of, say, U over
Qcouldmean then that most of the items pro-
duced by the given industry are made typically
to order, but it could likewise mean that the
order-made items, even though less numerous
than the others, carry as a group the larger
value weight. Nevertheless, the evidence in the
first part of Table a clearly confirms, as would
be expected, the heavy preponderance of pro-
duction to order in such industry groups as
primary metals, machinery, and transportation
equipment. The ratios for the aggregates make
it clear that industries which sell mainly from
future output predominate in the composite of
all durable manufactures. In contrast, produc-
tion to stock apparently prevails within the
aggregate of nondurable-goods industries. For
manufacturing as a whole, the evidence suggests
that sectors working to order outweigh thoseORDERS, PRICES, AND BUSINESS FLUCTUATIONS 9
working to stock, and this despite the inclusion
here of seven major nondurable-goods indus-
tries for which no unfilled orders are reported.'°
Relationship Between New Orders and Ship-
rnents.For industries or groups of products
which, according to the average Q/U ratios or
other independent evidence, represent primarily
production to order, incoming business tends to
lead shipments by substantial intervals.For
industries or products representing primarily
production to stock, the timing of new orders
and shipments roughly coincides, with some
short leads in orders. The evidence on this is
summarized in Table(lines a and 2).Itac-
cords with the analysis in the first part of this
section and confirms the usefulness of the stock-
backlog ratio measures.
Of the major manufacturing industries, the
one that shows by far the longest order lead is
nonautomotive transportation equipment (line
8). This is easily !.rnderstandable in view of the
size and complexity of such items as ships, air-
planes, and locomotives. The other extreme —
theshortest leads —isrepresented by Other
durable goods, a category composed largely of
furniture, lumber, and stone, clay, and glass
products (line Theseare products made
predominantly to stock, except furniture which
is made mostly to order but apparently at rather
short notice. In general, production to order is
much more important for durable goods than
fornondurable goods, •andtheproduction
periods are, on the average, longer for the
former (cf. Table a); and, consistent with this,
the order-shipments timing intervals tend to be
considerably longer for the durables than for
the nondurables (cf. lines 13 and 14).
Columns 7 and 6 of Table 3 identify, respec-
tively, the highest simple correlations (r) be-
tween new orders and shipments and the leads
that yield them. At leads longer or shorter than
those shown in the table, the correlations are
somewhat smaller.These measures arefor
major industries whose outputs include vast
numbers of products with different delivery
lags that also vary over time.Current ship-
ments of these industries typically depend on
orders received in several past months, for
example,in primary metals is almost as
closely associated with as with The
autocorrelations of the orders series are sub-
stantial and there are no clear-cut patterns of
lag distributions. Nevertheless, the assumption
of a simple distributed-lag scheme leads to
substantial increases in the correlations com-
pared with the results listed in columnexcept
for two industries with short average delivery
lags, one characterized by a relatively stable
demand and high flexibility of inputs (paper)
and the other by a large proportion of manu-
facture to stock (other durables). In these in-
dustries, the simple r's for one-month leads are
already so high that they leave little room for
further increases (lines 9 and 12).1T
Differentiationof Delivery Periods, Product
Specifications, and Competition. Lead times
allowed the supplier are a source of costs to the
customer; and the larger and the more variable
the leads are, the higher as a rule are these
costs. Long and varying delivery lags that are
difficult to predict make it more costly for the
"We have tried modified Koyck distributions IL. M.
Koyck, Distributed Lags and Investment Analysis (Am-
sterdam, lby assuming that the influence on ship-
ments of new orders taken with leads longer than those
listed in column 6 decreases infinitely in the direction of the
past according to geometric progression. This model leads
to regression equations of the form S1 =cO,-, + + C
+a,, where (I —j)is our estimate of the maximum correla-
tionlead,allappliedto monthlyseries.The multiple
correlation coefficients R obtained from these regressions
are all very high, ranging from .888 for primary metals to
.99'for nonelectrical machinery. The R's for and
other durables are .989 and .984, respectively.
'°By the logic of our test, that is, assuming that the
stock-backlog ratios tend to be considerably higher (lower)
than zoo for all goods made typically to stock (to order),
a ratio of 23—27,such as is found for total manufacturing
in Table s, would indicate that the greater part of indus-
trial production is organized on the order, rather than on
the stock, basis. Should the contrary situation obtain and
production to stock be prevalent, then the average level of
Q/U would have to exceed For even if the average for
all sectors working to stock were as low as coo and that for
all sectors working to order as low as zero, the over-all
ratio could not be lower thanas long as production to
stock accounted for not less than half of the total manu-
facturing output (it would equal so if it accounted for pre-
cisely half of the total). But we expect the average for the
stock-oriented industries to be substantially above zoo and
the average for the order-oriented industries to be higher
than zero (just significantly lower than zoo). This makes
an over-all average ratio which is considerably smaller than
still more indicative of the prevalence of production to
order.
It may also be noted that the period covered by our data
includes mostly years of good or excellent business condi-
tions. However, even in 5939,whichwas still quite a poor
year, finished stocks amounted to no more than 88 per cent
of unfilled orders forall manufactures (48 and 229per
cent for total durables and nondurables, respectively).
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buying firm to plan its own operations and to
maintain adequate inventories. Hence, indus-
trial purchasers seek to avoid such lags and
usually wish to get their orders filled with as
little delay as possible. In the absence of major
imperfections in the market, therefore, a sup-
plier whose deliveries lag behind those of other
manufacturers of the same product would not
be able to maintain his sales for long, assuming
equality of other trade terms, including price.
However, a buyer may agree to accept a
longer delivery period in return for a price con-
cession; and, correspondingly, a premium may
be paid for a reduction in the delivery period.
This must indeed be recognized as the general
situation, compared with the special model in
which no such compensating relation or substi-
tution between price and delivery period is
possible. The special model would prevail in
a market in which prompt delivery is insisted
upon as a standard of product quality. There
the equilibrium tendency under competitive
conditions would be fér the delivery period,
just like the price, to be set by the market, and
to be close to the minimum required by tech-
nology (in production to order) or approxi-
mately zero (in production to stock). Actually,
however, differences in the delivery periods are
perfectly compatible with competitive equilib-
rium if they are compensated for by price
differentials in ways acceptable to the buyer
and the seller.
It is true that such differentiation by delivery
periods would lead to a segmentation of mar-
kets, but the resulting markets need not neces-
sarily be small and, moreover, they will usually
be closely connected. In a well-informed mar-
ket, competition would then tend to equalize
not just the selling price, but the price for the
item with a given delivery period (and other
terms of sale which this analysis will disre-
gard); there would be no discrimination in
termsof compensatory price and delivery
period combinations.
For many goods made to order, customer
specifications of the desired product charac-
teristics would probably be a more important
factor making for market segmentation. But
again this need not lead to a very radical dif-
ferentiation;the products and markets will
often be closely related. Expert knowledge of
industrial purchasers reduces the possibilities
for sellers to promote artificial product
entiation in the markets for equipment and
materials and is generally a force supporting
competition.'8
These arguments may be sufficient to refute
the notion, which seems to be implicit in some
comments on the subject, that the very exist-
ence of backlogs of unfilled orders is proof of
a noncompetitive industry structure.1° Never-
theless, the absence of empirical evidence to
support such a notion should also be noted.
Thus we have matched up a number of our
Q/U ratios with concentration data for the
same industries. The available comparisons are
few and crude (the meaning of the evidence on
comprehensive aggregates is particularly ques-
tionable), but they do suggest that there is
littledifferenceincompetitiveness between
manufacture toorder and manufacture to
stock. The concentration ratios are substantial
or high for some of the goods made largely to
order (for example, steel barrels, sheet and
strip, pig iron) and low for others (for example,
most types of machine tools) .'°For ptoducts
Continuous productionto order in a highly competitive
setting would existin an industry composed of many
workshops producing goods on advance orders that each
firmreceivedfrom many Customers. Though the goods are
notstaple,"well-definedstandardsforjudgingtheir
quality exist.The influence on price (given quality and
delivery period) of an individual contractor on either side
of the market is small. Each firm strives to attract orders
by good workmanship and prompt service, but each employs
only the passive policy of following, not anticipating, the
market. One would expect to find approximations to such
a model, at least on the supply side, among the old handi-
crafts or the modern small-scale business of jobbers, sub-
contractors, etc.
5'The following quotation from Murray Brown ("Ex
Ante and Ex Post Data in Inventory Investment," Journal
ofthe American Statistical Assoiusf ion,tvt(September
ig6x), is a more radical statement of this position than
others I have found, but it is representative:
The unfilled order variable applies only to an oligopo-
listic or imperfectly competitive firm and cannot be inter-
preted as a proxy for future demand for a firm in perfect
competition. To show this, assume an increase in demand
facing an industry; if each firm chooses to add to its order
books and not raise price, the market price remains con-
stant;this violates an assumption of perfect competition
that no firm can influence price.
n "Low" concentration here means that the four leading
firms produce less than 40percent of the industry's ship-
ments in dollars; "high"—that they produce more than 60
per cent; "substantial"—40 to 6o per cent. The observa-
tions are based on data given in U.S. Congress, Senate,
Report of the Subcommittee on Antitrust and Monopaly to
the Committee on the Judiciary, "Concentration in Amen-
I
iimade primarily to stock, the ratios vary simi-
larly from extremely high (for example, electric
bulbs) to low (for example, hosiery, hardwood
flooring). Examination of the data for major
industries (where our criterion is the propor-
tion of total value of shipments accounted for
by component industries with high or low con-
centration ratios)leadstosimilar negative
results.2'
The existence of unfilled-order backlogs at
any time is no more a symptom of departure
from competition than is the existence of stocks.
However, it is still important to consider the
role of competition in the context of short-run,
primarily cyclical, changes in backlogs, delivery
periods, and prices. This topic will be taken up
in the next section of this paper.
IlLFluctuations of Demand, Delivery Periods,
and Prices
Interaction of Changes in Delivery Period
and Price.As already suggested, industrial
purchasers may often be prepared to pay more
for a product if they can get it promptly, but
less if their orders are to be filled only after a
delay. In other words, the quantity demanded
of a given good is likely to be a decreasing func-
tion of the length of the delivery period, given
the price and other terms of sale.But the
average costs of producing a certain output
often depend on the delivery period too, in-
creasing when production and shipment have
to be accelerated. Hence, producers may ask
for price premiums in return for speedier de-
livery and allow price discounts on longer-term
can Industry," Cong., The limitations of con-
centration ratios as measures of competitiveness are well
known, but so also is the fact that, in general, no better
measures are available.
a For example, the electrical machinery industry is much
more concentrated than the nonelectrical, and the weight
of production to order in it is almost certainly considerably
lower (note the importance of standardized electrical ap-
pliances for household use). A similar situation is found in
transportation equipment, where the automobile industry,
which is working to stock, is far more concentrated than
the rest of the group, in which production to order dominates
(aircraft, shipbuilding, railroad equipment). On the other
hand, most of the nondurable-goods industries, in which
manufacture to orderisnormally negligible or oflittle
importance, also rank low among other industry groups in
their over-all concentration levels(foods and beverages,
apparel, petroleum, and chemicals).But here, too, there
are two conspicuous exceptions: tobacco manufactures and
rubber products.
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orders. Thus, both the buyer and the seller
have schedules of equivalent combinations of
delivery period and price, the former for a
given quantity demanded, the latter for a given
quantity supplied. In the market there is an
equilibrium process of weighing and reconcil-
ing these preferences of buyers and sellers.
A theoretical analysis of some basic aspects
of this situation is given in the appendix at the
end of this paper. There a simple criterion is
defined for a choice by the firm of a unique
profit-maximizing combination of price (p) and
delivery period (k). The position is such that
no alteration of p and h by the firm can increage
profit because the associated changes in salds
and costs would offset each other.'2
Changes in demand, or the cost function, or-
both, would shift the equilibrium combination
and bring about changes in pandk.23 Given
sufficient substitutability and variability of p
and k, one would expect an expansion (contrac-
tion) of demand to be associated with increases
(decreases) in both pandk. If substitutability
or variability are low, however, the main burden
of adjustment would presumably be shifted to
one of the two variables and away from the
other. What happens in any particular case
depends on the pertinent demand and cost
elasticities with respect to p and k and on the
"shifts" on the demand and supply side; hence,
ultimately, it depends upon the host of factors
that determine these parameters. For example,
if sales are regarded as much more sensitive to
price increases than to delivery-period increas-
es, this in itself would favor the latter over the
former changes as a means of reacting to actual
and expected increases in demand.
In the following parts of this section it will
be shown that, for several major manufactur-
ing industries, changes in U and in U/S are
positively correlated with changes in P (price
indexes). These findings support the notion
that p and k tend to move in the same direction
cyclically. Nevertheless, it should be helpful at
nIt is a "joint optimum" of p and k, graphically a
point determined by two sets of indifference curves for each
given quantity demanded and supplied. These sets consist
of:(') the pairs of k and p associated with each given
volume of demand, according to the preferences of buyers;
(2)the pairs of k and c(averagecosts) associated with
each given volume of supply, as seen by the producer-
seller.See Figure z(appendix) and related text.
2$CfFigure 2 (appendix) and related text.
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